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Pressure Cooker Recipes / Cookbook: World-Class Recipes From Around The WorldThis book
contains proven steps and strategies on how to take advantage of the pressure cooker in
making your cooking time quick and easy weigh against the traditional cooking method. While it
may take an hour or two to simmer a stew or prepare a rich stock, the pressure cooker will have
that done 70 percent less of the time. The speed at which it cooks means less energy and less
heat generated.Don’t lose any more time…Scroll Up, Download and Change your life Today!

About the AuthorSarah lives in a small, but growing, town in the foothills of Mt. Rainier, in
Washington State, with her husband and three sons, Ford, Walker and Alistaire. She is trying to
twine together modern life and lost skills; all the while blogging about the successes and failures
of such endeavors. She is the author of Freezer Bag Cooking, Trail Cooking, Trail Eats and Oats
Gone Wild. She can be found online at www.gazingin.com, www.trailcooking.com and
blog.trailcooking.com, developing recipes and writing about the outdoors and at home. --This
text refers to the paperback edition.
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Pressure Cooker Recipes STEVEN J SMITHIntroductionChapter 1 – VegetablesChapter 2 –
Fish and ShellfishChapter 3 – Beef Pressure Cooker RecipesChapter 4 –
SoupsBiographyConclusionIntroduction I want to thank you and congratulate you for
downloading the book, “Pressure Cooker Recipes.” This book contains proven steps and
strategies on how to take advantage of the pressure cooker in making your cooking time quick
and easy weigh against the traditional cooking method. While it may take an hour or two to
simmer a stew or prepare a rich stock, the pressure cooker will have that done 70 percent less of
the time. The speed at which it cooks means less energy and less heat generated. Before you
begin cooking, it is important that you examine first all the parts of your pressure cooker before.
The following are some of the things that you must keep in mind: Ensure that you fill your
pressure cooker with no more than two-thirds full of water.Never pack solid foods alone into the
pressure cooker as this would only defeat the purpose of speedy cooking. Do it by batches. Let’s
say for example, you are going to cook mixed seafood. You may cook the fish in the pressure
cooker first. Remove it afterwards and then place the clams. After the clams, you can now put
the shrimps into the pressure cooker. Suffice to say, you are not going to put them all
together. When preparing meats, brown them directly in the pressure cooker. Doing so will make
your dishes more delectable and flavorful.Lightly coat the steaming basket and remove food
from the steaming rack or basket immediately. So now, you may start reading some of the
recipes that you can prepare for the family using the ever reliable pressure cooker. Here, you will
get to know more vegetables, beef, and soup dishes all at your disposal. All you have to do is
familiarize yourself with the needed ingredients, go to your nearest grocery, and off you go to
your kitchen. Thanks again for downloading this book, I hope you enjoy it!Chapter 1 –
Vegetables 1. Braised ArtichokesThese are Mediterranean vegetables grown throughout the
region. Back then, artichokes are considered to be the most expensive kind of garden
vegetables. This recipe is one of the most popular methods of preparing artichokes. This can be
best served as part of the gastronomic repertoire of the Spanish cuisine. Ingredients:- Juice
of 2 lemons- 3 pounds baby artichokes- ½ cup extra virgin olive oil- 1 bay leaf-
2 cloves garlic- ½ teaspoon salt- ½ teaspoon peppercorns- ¾ cup water- 2
tablespoon vinegar- 2 tablespoons parsley, minced Directions:In a bowl half filled with
water, pour the lemon juice. Cut the artichokes in half and place them into the bowl. After placing
all artichokes, put them in the pressure cooker together with oil, bay leaf, garlic, salt, pepper,
and water.Cover with the lid and lock in place. Bring to high pressure. Adjust the heat to stabilize
the pressure and cook for 2 minutes. Remove from heat and lower the pressure.Remove
artichokes from the pressure cooker and put on a plate. Cover and set aside.Heat the oil. Add
the vinegar and pour through the artichokes using a mesh strainer. Discard bay leaf,
peppercorns, and cloves. Sprinkle with parsley before serving.              
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coking frittata. Even novice cooks know how this dish is made.Ingredients:- ¾ cup water-



1 lb asparagus- ½ teaspoon olive oil- ½ cup ricotta- 8 large eggs, lightly
beaten-         2 tablespoons water-         ¼ cup Parmesan cheese, grated-         1/ teaspoon salt
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Gadjets, “Some of these recipes look good. I received this ebook for free in exchange for my
honest review.There are some intriguing recipes included in this short book of pressure cooker
recipes. There are several I think I'll try but I haven't done so yet. I got an electric pressure
cooker a few months ago and have used it for some basic things but I'm interested in expanding
my repertoire. The recipes are fairly straight forward, though I'm a noobie when it comes to
cooking and find I require step by step instruction and lots of pictures. This cookbook doesn't
provide that level of instruction, but I didn't have any particular expectations it would. It's not the
end-all and be-all of pressure cooking recipes; it's an array that presents several. If you can
obtain this ebook for a discount or free, then it's a great deal!”

Melissa, “Amazing Pressure Cooker Recipes From Around I love the recipes .... i ordered the
Pressure Cooker Recipes / Cookbook: Amazing Pressure Cooker Recipes From Around I love
the recipesI have tried so far.pressure-rosterd potatos for dinner.The directions for the recipes
are very well written,Simply said this book should be in your collectionif you have a pressure
cooker or more important, if you are thinkingabout getting a pressure cooker (which I would
highly encourage).There are a great variety and techniques to try and willreally take the mystery
and fear out of pressure cooking.I refer to it to use the puressure cooker and have foundit to be a
great help in getting together a good hot meal quickly.but i thank its time for me too get an eletric
puressure cooker cause.i have the old rocker kind and i want to try more puressure cooker
resipes.i received this product for free or at a discount in exchange for my honest review.”

Kryssy, “They are a decent assortment for a variety of tastes and i like the fact that the author
took the time to .... More of a booklet than a book really. This kindle publication consists of 21
recipes of various origins around the globe. They are a decent assortment for a variety of tastes
and i like the fact that the author took the time to introduce each recipe with a little history
behind it, etc before giving you the recipe.”

Dawn, “good book. this is a very nice book very informative I enjoyed reading it”

Kim, “Five Stars. I like the recipes I maked a few dishes and will make more.”

curlyjo01, “Not only is this book really easy to read. What a read, Not only is this book really easy
to read, laid out well but explains everything exactly.The recipes are really easy to follow with
directions easily laid out and not too many words per instruction makes these easy to achieve
and conduct for even the most cookery challenged person.The ingredients are in foreign
wordings so you have to pre plan each recipe and alter the product name if required and plan on
where you can purchase them from.The measurements are also in US i.e. cups but this is easily
remedied by the purchase of a weighing cup or use of a kitchen cup as long as you use the



same cup for the entire recipe.The recipes are really tasty and actually do not make you feel that
you are using natural ingredients even if you are not used to this amount of fruit or vegetables in
your diet generally you will not feel like you are missing out and actually the further you go
through the recipes you actually get used to them and start to find new flavourings from each of
the components.. If you miss it for a few days it is like your body starts to crave the amount that
you are actually ingesting… this is totally amazing that you get used to it so quickly. You also feel
completely well travelled and like you are a profession chefWell overall if you are thinking of
purchasing this book then go for it, I am so pleased that I did and now I am starting to feel
confident enough to start altering the ingredients a little or removing some of the ingredients that
I am not overly keen on.Received this book in return for a frank and honest review.”

Chris B, “Some excellent recipes - one star reluctantly deducted for American measures &
ingredient names. This book of pressure cooker recipes would be an ideal companion for a
newly-purchased pressure cooker, or equally for someone who has been pressure cooking for
years and is looking for new inspiration from around the world. It is littered with tips on how to get
the best out of your pressure cooker as well as how to use it safely.I noticed a couple of minor
typesetting and spelling errors, however these do not detract from the enjoyment and utility of
the book. However clearly the author is American, as there are a number of American terms
such as "shrimps" and "clams" peppered throughout the book - for this, coupled with the use of
American weights and measures such as cups and pounds - I feel that I must deduct one star
from my review as it makes the recipes difficult to use without first performing some (however
basic) translation and conversion.There are no photos in the book which is a bit of a shame, but
then again I'm not sure how much value pictures would add given that this title is primarily
designed to be read on the Kindle, and presumably will be rendered on a monochrome screen
for the majority of readers.My Kindle is packed with recipe books, and I find it a really good way
to keep all my favourite recipes in one place - this is another title that I will happily include in my
"Recipes" collection, despite the Americanisms.Please note that I received this Kindle title for
free in exchange for an honest review.”

Chanamz, “many of the recipes in this section would be better as sides. This book will in no way
blow your mind, the recipes are simple and there are no pictures to illustrate what your making.
The main problem with this book is the length, at only 21 recipes it's really on the short side.
There are four chapters vegetables, seafood, beef, soups. When you consider a quarter of the
book is dedicated to just vegetables, many of the recipes in this section would be better as
sides, and another quarter on soups. This leaves very few main meal recipes which are the main
thing I'm looking for in a recipe book. The books chapters also only deals with seafood and beef
so misses out lot of opportunities to use other meats like chicken, pork and lamb which would
have added more variety to these meals.The typesetting is also poor with many recipes starting
mid way down pages and are unnecessarily split between more pages than necessary which is



annoying when trying to follow them while cooking.The recipes that are in the book are clear and
well described an seem relatively quick and easy. It has a few dishes you might cook but not very
many.I received this product at a discounted price in order to leave an honest and unbiased
review of the item”

Colette, “Small collection of good recipes. Think this is best for someone who is just starting out
and learning wha t they can and can't cook in a pressure cooker. I can imagine since it has lots
of new things I've never heard of in it - recipes from all over the world that it's probably very good
for people who've got in a rut of doing the same recipes regularly - i know i have!21 recipes in
totalChapters include- vegetables- fish and shellfish- beef- soupsvery excited to try the chicken
liver pate as this is one of my favourites.”

The book by Steven J Smith has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 40 people have provided feedback.
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